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Abstract—Heterogeneous computing is a promising solution to
scale the performance of computing systems maintaining energy
and power efficiency. Managing such resources is, however,
complex and it requires smart resource allocation strategies in
both embedded and high-performance systems. In this short
paper, we propose a game theory approach to allocate heterogeneous resources to applications, with a focus on performance,
power, and energy requirements. The game congestion model
has been selected and a cost function designed. The proposed
allocation strategy is then evaluated by performing a preliminary
experimental evaluation.
Index Terms—resource management, heterogeneous computing, game theory

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last years, heterogeneous computing systems emerged
as an effective approach to scale performance in an energyefficient manner. Always more frequently, both embedded and
HPC systems come with computing platforms, including CPU
cores with heterogeneous performance/power consumption
profiles or additional processing units like GPUs and custom
accelerators. However, these configuration introduced further
complexity in the task scheduling and resource allocation
problems, by increasing the size of the solution space [11]
[3]. This complexity requires proper resource management
strategies to efficiently allocate the resources [1]. In this
paper, we explored the use of Game Theory algorithms for
solving the problem of allocating heterogeneous resources
to multiple applications, with the objective of managing the
performance/power/energy trade-off. We modeled the resource
allocation problem to a modified version of a game-theoretical
approach, and we created a cost function able to deal with the
trade-off mentioned above.
A. Game Theory
The branch of applied mathematics that studies the interaction among players in a well-defined game is called Game
Theory. A game is the representation of an everyday life situation with two or more rational players, interacting according
to a set of well-specified actions, intending to achieve their
own best profit. Games are usually categorized in cooperative
ones and non-cooperative: in the former, the players agree on
a common strategy to obtain the best global output, while
the latter refers to the games creating a contention among the
players. The usual goal of non-cooperative games, the subject
of this work, is to find the Nash Equilibrium, i.e., the situation

in which no one of the players has an incentive to play a
different strategy if the others are playing the equilibrium
strategy. The Nash Equilibrium is not necessarily the global
optimum, however, it guarantees that no player can unilaterally
improve its position.
B. Related Works
The idea to use game theory approaches to resource management of computing resources gained interest in the scientific community in the last decade. However, most of the works
focused on the distributed and cloud computing scenarios [4],
[5], [7], [8], [13]–[16]. Both cooperative games [5], [7], [8] and
non-cooperative games [4], [13], [15], [16] have been considered. Some of them [5], [15] dealt with energy metrics, trying
to find a strategy that minimizes the total energy consumption
of the system. Many approaches considered also the timing
and performance aspects [4], [7], [13], [15]. To the best of
our knowledge, a game theory resource allocation approach for
local and heterogeneous machines, that takes into account the
multi-objective optimization performance/power/energy, has
not been explored yet.
II. A LLOCATION P OLICIES BASED ON G AMES
We selected two classes of games that are applicable to
the problem of resource management in the heterogeneous
scenario: the congestion games and the double auctions. The
congestion games [12] are a special class of potential games
that are, in turn, non-cooperative games. A set of players
compete for the usage of one or more resources. The latter
typology, double auctions, is also a class of non-cooperative
games, and it is derived from the financial world. In this case,
the players are divided into buyers and sellers that agree with
the price for a good. Each of the parties proposes an initial
offer (bid), which is negotiated according to some specific
criteria. The most famous algorithms are VCG and McAfee.
We are currently exploring both game theory models, congestion games and double auctions, to build resource management strategies. In this short paper, we limit our discussion to
a policy based on a congestion game, because it is, currently,
the most mature approach, leaving the double auction scenario
as future works.
A. Congestion Games
Modeling the resource management problem with congestion games is quite straightforward. In a congestion game, the
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players compete for a set of congestible elements. Our model is
then composed of players, i.e. tasks T̄ = {T1 , T2 , ..., Tn } and
resources. In this paper, we limit this discussion to CPU cores
C̄ = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cm }, but they can be any computational
resource. The set Ā = {A1 , A2 , ..., Ak } is the set of possible
actions, i.e. the possible resource assignments (Ti , Cj ). The
congestion game algorithm solves the optimization problem
minĀ∗ φ(Ā∗ ) to find one Nash equilibrium (more than one
equivalent Nash equilibrium may exist). The set Ā∗ ⊂ Ā is
the resource assignment and the symbol φ(x) represents the
Pm Pcongj (Ā∗ )
potential function φ(Ā∗ ) =
cj (k), where
j=1
k=1
congj (Ā∗ ) is the congestion, i.e. the number of tasks assigned
Fig. 1. The overall execution time, energy and maximum power of the
to the j-th resource. In addition to the traditional congestion task set (15 blackscholes and 15 facesim), by varying the α0 coefficient and
game problem, we introduce the percentage of usage of each maintaining β 0 = γ 0 = 1.
resource for each task. In fact, being heterogeneous the CPU
cores, not the same amount of share is required to achieve
the performance requirements of the tasks. The percentage of
the i-th resource used by the j-th task is represented with the
symbol ηP
i,j . We defined the cost function ci (n) as follows:
n
ci (n) = j=1 c̄i (j) · ηi,j and the c̄i (n) vector is:
(
αi + βi + γi2
if n = 1
c̄i (n) =
αi [n + αi,0 (n − 1)] + βi [1 + βi,0 (n − 1)] if n > 1
where αi , βi , γi are the coefficients for, respectively, the performance, the energy and the power. They are computed as:
αi = α0 · f1i , βi = β 0 · P DPi , and γi = γ 0 · Pi , where fi
is the processor frequency, P DPi is the Power-Delay-Product
(a measure of energy-per-operation of the processor), and Pi
is the average power consumption. The coefficients α0 , β 0 , γ 0
are selected by the user, that tunes the resource management
policy to balance the desired multi-objective goals. The coefficients αi,0 and βi,0 are, instead, related to the overhead
introduced due to assigning different tasks concurrently on
the same resource. The coefficient γi is present only for the
first assignment, i.e. when the congestion value is 1, because
the power is already “consumed” by the first task: assigning
one task it means power-up the resource, but assigning more
than one task does not change the power level of the system,
it would increase the energy consumption.
Solving the problem is performed via the Better-Reply algorithm. Our implementation of the before-mentioned algorithm
has an exponential complexity: O(n3 mn log(n)), where n is
the number of tasks and m the number of resources. By
testing the algorithm on a standard laptop, it results in being
able to carry out the result in the 20s when n = m = 20.
The execution time can be further reduced by applying an
approximation factor ε to the algorithm, which gradually
reduces the execution time, but also the solution optimality.
III. P RELIMINARY E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
To simulate a heterogeneous platform, we configured a
quad-core Intel i7-3770 x86 machine by varying the clock frequency of each core. We measured the power consumption of
each core via Intel RAPL, to find the values of Pi and P DPi ,

Fig. 2. The overall execution time, energy and maximum power of the
task set (15 blackscholes and 15 facesim), by varying the γ 0 coefficient and
maintaining α0 = β 0 = 1.

while the frequencies were set as fi = [3.4; 2.9; 2.2; 1.6]
GHz. Alternatively, the Pi values can also be obtained by
probabilistic methods [10]. To test the policies with real data,
we considered the benchmarks blackscholes and facesim of
the well-known Parsec benchmark suite [2]. The percentage
ηi,j has been computed by setting a Quality-of-Service goal
for each benchmark and measuring it on the various cores,
similarly to what we performed in [9]. The maximum power
and overall energy consumption of each core have been
measured via Intel RAPL. We tested the perfect algorithm
only, i.e., with ε = 0, which finds the exact Nash Equilibrium.
B. Validation of the coefficients
The first set of tests is focused on understanding the
effectiveness of the cost function terms, i.e. α0 , β 0 , γ 0 , by
running 15 blackscholes and 15 facesim tasks. The effect on
the overall execution time, energy, and maximum power of
the performance coefficient is shown in Figure 1. The larger
the α0 value, the better the performance (i.e., the smaller the
execution time). The energy follows the same trend, while the
improvement is at the expense of power consumption. The
effect on execution time, energy, and power of the power
coefficient is shown in Figure 2. The larger the γ 0 value, the
lower the power consumption. Conversely, the energy and time
follow the same opposite trend. The plot for β 0 value is not
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the time, energy and power, with and without
the resource manager. The x-axis shows the tasks configuration (nr. of
blackscholes, nr. of facesim).

shown for lack of space and because it is not as effective
as expected. This is due to the fact that the cost function
does not take into account the benchmark execution time,
making the energy estimation via P DP very approximate.
Unfortunately, congestion games do not have a way to specify
per-task cost functions. This is one of the reasons why we are
also investigating the auction games category, which makes
it possible to specify per-task parameters. For the sake of
completeness, we also tested the EDP (Energy-Delay-Product),
without obtaining significant improvements over PDP.
C. Policy effectiveness
Finally, the last experiment compares the usage of the
resource manager (with a balanced policy α0 = β 0 = γ 0 = 1)
versus using a random policy. We scaled the number of
tasks, from (3,3) to (15,15), selecting in this way a balanced
workload among the two benchmarks. The result is depicted
in Figure 3. It is immediately clear that without the resource
manager, the scheduler does not control the maximum power
consumption. Compared to the random policy, the congestion
game worsens a little the performance, but it considerably
reduces the power consumption, and it maintains the energy
mostly unvaried. For example, in scenario (7, 7), the maximum
power consumption is doubled if the benchmarks are executed
using the standard Linux policy, while the resource manager,
governed by the congestion game policy, can keep it under
control. By varying the coefficients α0 , β 0 , γ 0 , the proportion
among the three entities change, according to the user willing.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we modeled the resource allocation problem
for heterogeneous platforms as congestion game. A cost
function has been proposed, and an experimental evaluation
showed that the game could be effective, especially when the
system is oversubscribed, i.e., the number of tasks is larger
than the number of resources. Even if this work is preliminary,
it shows the potential of the proposed policy, and future
research works can explore different directions, including the
in-depth analysis of congestion games and the study of other
game theory models, e.g., the double auctions.
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